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INTRODUCTION
JACKAL File Storage & Evidence Capture Tool 

JACKAL aims to be the most secure and transparent way to capture, store, and

manage digital files. Using industry-leading digital forensic practices paired with

blockchain technology, decentralized file storage, Secret Network, and the Pylon

Protocol, JACKAL is in a class of its own.   
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JACKAL-DAO 

JACKAL is managed by a Decentralized Autonomous Organization known as JACKAL-

DAO, which aims to attract a community of OSINT researchers,  journalists, cyber

security analysts, digital forensic specialists, forensic accountants, lawyers, and

investigators. 

The DAO uses a decentralized governance structure and aims to be a friendly

community of contributors proud to make the world a safer and secure place by

investigating and probing various subjects. 

JACKAL-DAO contributors, service providers, and investors will earn rewards from the

revenues generated from the JACKAL Tool and JACKAL Professional Services. These

rewards will be paid out in the $UST cryptocurrency or other stable coins. 

PURPOSE

The purpose of this whitepaper is to provide a clear and concise understanding of the

vision, responsibilities, and operability of JACKAL and JACKAL-DAO.   
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MEET JACKAL

The present version of JACKAL generally relates to a system and

method to securely and transparently capture or upload, store, and

manage digital files using blockchain technology that meets the digital

forensic industry standard from every jurisdiction globally. JACKAL

provides decentralized file storage and uses the secret network for an

increased security posture to protect the digital files of JACKAL users. 

The JACKAL team believes that JACKAL will provide social benefits of

transparency regarding the current state of file storage, digital

evidence tampering and disinformation. Additionally, in any legal

proceeding, whether civil or criminal, the secure and transparent

capture and management of digital evidence is an essential element for

parties and decision-makers to resolve the issues in the proceeding.  

The future use cases and features of JACKAL will be under complete

control of the decentralized organization JACKAL-DAO through a voting

governance structure and protocols.

And for JACKAL clients, the best part is, JACKAL products and services

are fee-less with payments via yield.

With the Defi Pylon Protocol, JACKAL earns revenue while providing a

no-fee service where our customers deposit base capital that is entirely

untouched and entirely retrievable at any time.  

To read more about the Pylon Protocol and how JACKAL earns revenue;

Go to:  https://www.pylon.money



ACTIVITIES OF JACKAL-DAO

CASE STUDIES & INVESTIGATIONS

Organized Crime

Cyber Crime 

Major Conflicts 

Human Trafficking 

Crimes Against Humanity

Major Thefts & Frauds

Missing Persons

Disinformation Vetting

With the JACKAL community of diverse professionals and hobbyists, JACKAL-

DAO aims to investigate and advance the narratives on various subjects that

could include the following topics. 

Submitted articles and case studies will be published based on a DAO vote.

Authors of published content will be rewarded with $UST stable coin and/or

$JKL governance token.

CONTENT

As a collective, JACKAL-DAO aims to produce news articles, case studies,

guides, podcasts, videos, and learning material.  Submitted content will be

published based on a DAO vote.  Authors of published content will be

rewarded with $UST stable coin and/or $JKL governance token.

TRAINING

JACKAL-DAO plans to roll out training opportunities in OSINT Investigations,

Blockchain Investigations, Digital Forensics,  Cyber Security, etc., for JACKAL

members and contributors.  Offered training topics and training providers will

be based on a DAO vote. Training providers will be rewarded with $UST stable

coin and/or $JKL governance token. 



ACTIVITIES OF JACKAL-DAO

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Digital Forensics

Ransomware Incident Response

Cyber Security Audit

Advisory Services

Digital Privacy Audits

Forensic Accounting

Open Source Intelligence

Executive Vetting

Cryptocurrency Recovery Investigations

SOC Monitoring 

Ethical Hacking

JACKAL-DAO plans to offer professional services through Pylon Protocol

payments. Future professional services will be determined by DAO vote and

may include the following.  

All JACKAL-DAO clients will be vetted by a governance vote. 

SCHOLARSHIPS

JACKAL-DAO aims to provide scholarships for JACKAL contributors and

members to pursue certifications in cybersecurity, forensics, and other IT

certifications of their choosing. 

CONTRIBUTOR BENEFITS

Decentralized insurance

DAO matched savings  

Etc. 

JACKAL-DAO will provide contributor benefits in various forms that a future

governance vote will determine. Some benefits may include the following. 



ACTIVITIES OF JACKAL-DAO

FUNDING & PARTNERSHIPS

JACKAL-DAO aims to secure funding and partnerships in the form of

retrievable $UST deposits to increase our capacity and scale our research

capabilities, services, and product features. This will be conducted using the

Pylon Payments protocol, and all DAO funding, along with DAO revenue, is

managed from a secure multi-signature wallet. 

JACKAL will not accept funding or contributions from national governments

and will not allow any funding relationship that will constrain JACKAL-DAO

from condemning any bodies that provide funds or impact our editorial

independence. 

IN-KIND DONATIONS

JACKAL-DAO welcomes in-kind contributions of software, hardware, and

access to third-party tools or resources.  JACKAL will not accept in-kind

donations that will constrain JACKAL-DAO from condemning any bodies that

provide funds or impact our editorial independence. 



DAO ECONOMICS & GOVERNANCE

Primary Issuance 

Provided by the JACKAL team directly to potential governors. 

Secondary Markets 

$JKL can be purchased and sold on secondary markets

DAO Rewards 

$JKL can be acquired through excellence in a variety of ways

previously stated. 

Governance Participation 

Staking $JKL tokens and being active within the DAO. 

Meta-economic rewards

Liquidity provision on automated market makers and other DeFi

entities. 

JACKAL products and services are under the control of JACKAL-DAO and

maintained by JACKAL's native governance token $JKL. 

$JKL is used at each level of governance, representing a financial stake and

voting power.  $JKL has a fixed supply that will not grow unless the

governance votes on a decision to the contrary in the future. 

$JKL tokens can be acquired in the following ways;

Economic revisions 

Feature releases of products and services

Governance structure

With a long-term perspective, DAO governors will ultimately drive the

direction of JACKAL development. Areas of focus may include;



DAO ECONOMICS & GOVERNANCE

JACKAL will use the Pylon Gateway launchpad for a lossless investment into

the JACKAL DAO.  There will be 1,000,000,000 $JKL tokens minted in

aggregate. Distribution of supply will occur in multiple phases scheduled at

different dates for diverse purposes. Allocation is as follows.

$JKL TOKEN ISSUANCE

Community
43%

Founders
30%

Investors
15%

Terra Air Drop
10%

Advisors
2%



DAO ECONOMICS & GOVERNANCE

Members of the founding team will have a 3-year vesting schedule with the

first vesting DATE TBD. 

FOUNDERS

Advisors will have a 3-year vesting schedule with the first vesting DATE TBD.

ADVISORS

Seed investors will have a 3-year vesting schedule with the first vesting

DATE TBD. 

SEED INVESTORS

$JKL token will be distributed to the DAO community members through

various community programs governed by the JACKAL-DAO and network

token rewards from vault strategies, staking,  liquidity mining opportunities.

COMMUNITY



DAO ECONOMICS & GOVERNANCE

The founders and advisors of JACKAL will be the earliest participants of the

DAO. This will gradually grow to consist of investors, DAO contributors, and

DAO service providers. 

EARLY GOVERNANCE

Technology implementation

Products & projects

Token distribution

JACKAL development

Governance structure

JACKAL DAO proposals and voting will likely be related to the following topics.

 

GOVERNANCE, PROPOSALS &

VOTING



DAO ECONOMICS & GOVERNANCE

JACKAL-DAO will be responsible for the distribution of funds from the JACKAL

wallet on an ongoing basis. As a genesis distribution structure, the founding

team has created the following distribution of revenue paid to the JACKAL

wallet in $UST from the yields generated with the Pylon Payment system. 

DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE

Community & Operations
50%Management

25%

Technology & Tools
15%

JACKAL Fund
10%
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ROAD MAP

PHASE I

JACKAL JACKAL-DAO

Backend Configuration

File Version Control

File Upload Feature

Functioning API

Configure Pylon Protocol
 "No Fee" Staking 

Early UI Development

Seed round for $JKL 
Governance Token

Pylon Gateway Offering for 
$JKL Governance Token
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ROAD MAP

PHASE II

JACKAL JACKAL-DAO

Evidence Capture 
Web Extension

JACKAL Hackathon

$JKL Staking Rewards

JACKAL Article & Case Study 
Contributors

JACKAL DAO Voting 

JACKAL File Editing & 
Collaboration
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ROAD MAP

PHASE III

JACKAL JACKAL-DAO

JACKAL Professional Services

JACKAL Scholarships 

Decentralized JACKAL Contributor 
and Service Provider Benefits



CONCLUSION
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We believe JACKAL will provide ideal products and services that emerge

from the confluence of state-of-the-art blockchain, decentralized finance

technologies, decentralized autonomous organizations, cyber security, and

forensics. JACKAL-DAO contributors can earn $UST stable coin for their

efforts and shape the DAO's features and future with earned or purchased

$JKL token.  Bringing all these enabling technologies together presents a

unique opportunity for the future of finance, real-world professions, and

blockchain technology while providing an ideal fee-free payment system to

our clients. 

Welcome to the future of file storage, cyber security, and digital forensics. 

JACKAL



DISCLAIMER 
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Please read this disclaimer section carefully. If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take, you should

consult your legal, financial, tax, or other professional advisors. 

The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual

relationship. While we make every effort to ensure that any material in this Lite Paper is accurate and up to

date, such material in no way constitutes the provision of professional advice. JACKAL does not guarantee, and

accepts no legal liability whatsoever arising from or connected to, the accuracy, reliability, currency, or

completeness of any material contained in this Lite Paper. Participants and potential token holders should seek

appropriate independent professional advice prior to relying on or entering into any commitment or transaction

based on, material published in this Lite Paper, which material is purely published for reference purposes alone. 

JACKAL will not be intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This Lite Paper does not constitute a

prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or any

solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. JACKAL does not provide any opinion on any advice

to purchase, sell, or otherwise transact with JACKAL tokens and the fact of presentation of this Lite Paper shall

not form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. No person is

bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of JACKAL

tokens, and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Lite Paper. No

person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of

JACKAL tokens, and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Lite

Paper. 

This JACKAL Lite Paper is for information purposes only. We do not guarantee the accuracy of or the

conclusions reached in this Lite Paper, and this Lite Paper is provided "as is".  This Lite Paper does not make and

expressly disclaims all representations and warranties, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, whatsoever,

including, but not limited to: (i) warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, suitability, usage,

title or non-infringement; (ii) that the contents of this Lite Paper are free from error; and (iii) that such contents

will not infringe third-party rights. And its affiliates shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising out of

the use, reference to, or reliance on this Lite Paper or any of the content contained herein, even if advised of

the possibility of such damages. In no event will team JACKAL or its affiliates be liable to any person or entity for

any damages, losses, liabilities, costs or expenses of any kind, whether direct or indirect, consequential,

compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary, punitive or special for the use of, reference to, or reliance on this

Lite Paper or any of the content contained herein, including, without limitation, any loss of business, revenues,

profits, data, use, goodwill or other intangible losses. JACKAL makes no representations or warranties (whether

express or implied), and disclaims all liability arising from any information stated in the Lite Paper. In particular,

the “Roadmap” as set out in the text of the Lite Paper is subject to change, which means that JACKAL is not

bound by any representations to the future performance and the returns of JACKAL. The actual results and the

performance of JACKAL may differ materially from those set out in the JACKAL Lite Paper.



DISCLAIMER 
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Please note that the contents of JACKAL Lite Paper may be altered or updated at any time in future by the

project’s management team. No shares or other securities of the Company are being offered in any jurisdiction

pursuant to the Lite Paper. The Lite Paper does not constitute an offer or invitation to any person to subscribe

for or purchase shares, rights or any other securities in the Company. The shares of the Company are not being

presently offered to be registered under the Securities Act of any country, or under any securities laws of any

state. The tokens referred to in this Lite Paper have not been registered, approved, or disapproved by the US

securities and exchange commission, any state securities commission in the United States or any other

regulatory authority nor any of the for JACKAL authorities examined or approved the characteristics or the

economic realities of this token sale or the accuracy or the adequacy of the information contained in this Lite

Paper under, the US. Securities act of 1933 as amended, or under the securities laws of any state of the United

States of America or any other jurisdiction. Purchasers of the tokens referred to in this Lite Paper should be

aware that they bear any risks involved in the acquisition of JACKAL tokens, if any, for an indefinite period of

time. Some of the statements in the Lite Paper include forward-looking statements which reflect JACKAL's

current views with respect to product development, execution roadmap, financial performance, business

strategy and future plans, both with respect to the company and the sectors and industries in which the

company operates. statements which include the words ''expects'' , ''intends'' , ''plans'' , ''believes'' , ''projects'' ,

''anticipates'' , '' will'' , ''targets'' , ''aims'' , ''may'' , ''would'' , ''could'' , ''continue'' and similar statements are of a

future or forward-looking nature. All forward-looking statements address matters that involve risks and

uncertainties. Accordingly, there are or will be important factors that could cause the group's actual results to

differ materially from those indicated in these statements. Any forward-looking statements in the Lite Paper

reflect the group's current views with respect to future events and are subject to these and other risks,

uncertainties and assumptions relating to the group's operations, results of operations and growth strategy.

These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of the Lite Paper. Subject to industry acceptable

disclosure and transparency rules and common practices, the company undertakes no obligation publicly to

update or review any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments

or otherwise. All subsequent written and oral forward-looking statements attributable to the Project JACKAL or

individuals acting on behalf of JACKAL are expressly qualified in their entirety by this paragraph. No statement in

the Lite Paper is intended as a profit forecast and no statement in the Lite Paper should be interpreted to mean

that the earnings of Project JACKAL for the current or future years would be as may be implied in this Lite Paper.

By agreeing to acquire JACKAL token I hereby acknowledge that I have read and understand the notices and

disclaimers set out above. 

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Lite Paper. Thus, no

action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The

publication, distribution or dissemination of this Lite Paper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory

requirements or rules have been complied with. Please refer to our website for terms & conditions.


